
Year R Home Learning Activities – w/b 29th June 2020 

‘Kipper’s Beach Ball’ 

Here are some activities for you to do at home. There are 5 phonics, maths and fun activities which you can spread over the week. Please 
continue to send us your lovely pictures for our class padlet 

 

Day 2: 
1. Design an outfit that you would wear to the 

beach.  Or make your own sunglasses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Phonics Write words in the sand. Try to focus on 
those tricky words! You can make your own sand 
by grinding/whizzing up cereals. 

 
3. Maths  Build a tower using 3D objects/shapes. 
Are there some 3D shapes that are better for stacking 
up on than others to make your tower? 
 

Day 1: 
Read the story of Kipper’s Beach Ball.’ If you don’t 
have it at home, you can watch it here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ej4eNolOSEk 

1. Write a list of things that you would need to take 
to the beach. 

2.  
3. Phonics How many words can you think of that 

begin with  ‘s’? 
 
4. Maths Our focus this week is 3D shapes. 
Can you find objects in your house that are 3D shapes? 
E.g. cereal box, a ball, a box etc. 
Can you then sort them into cubes, cuboids, pyramids, 
spheres? 

 

Day 5: 
1. Make your own ices cream cones and ice cream or ice 

lollies.  Use paper to make a cone and then scrunch up 
coloured paper to make the ice cream. 
 
 
 
 

 
2. Phonics Rhyming words.  How many words can you 

think of that rhyme with – sea, sand, tan, fish,  
 

3. Maths Go on a 3D walk.  What real life objects can you 
see and find that are 3Dshapes? 
 

 

Day 3:  
1. Make a boat from any container you have at 

home.  Or make a paper boat.  What is the best 
way to help it float?  Experiment with different 
containers or types of paper. 

                            
2. Phonics   Play “I spy.” 

 
3. Maths Make 3D shapes out of play doh, or mud, or 

paper, or plasticine. 
 

Day 4: 
 
1. Draw a picture of an animal that you may find at the 

beach.  Can you describe it and get your grown-ups to 
guess what animal it is. 

 
2. Phonics Play Buried Treasure with real and alien/fake 

words.  You could make your own game or find it 
online at Phonicsplay.com. 

 
3. Maths   Can you tell your grown-ups some facts about 

3D shapes?  E.g. how many straight sides, how many 
corners, does it have any straight sides? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ej4eNolOSEk

